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To all those saints
who have gone before us,

whether known or unknown,
and to those among whom

we live today.
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Introduction

I purposely chose not to make this an anthology of seasonal
materials. There are many such books on the market for the
various seasons of the church year. I hope this book will assist
you, as pastor and teacher, in interpreting the seasons to laity
of all ages. It will give practical suggestions that you can adapt
to each individual situation, such as the suggestion that
dramatists develop monologues of specific characters that deal
with the particular seasons, ways of developing your own litanies
and focus centers for use in the classroom and in worship, and
references to particular hymns and special ways to use them.

Most of the chapters of this book take the various seasons
and our Sunday experience and suggest opportunities for
teaching and celebrating these special times in the life of our
church. Because we teach as we celebrate, and we celebrate as
we teach, it is important for you to draw ideas from all sections
of each chapter, no matter what your role in the church.

At the close of the book are several appendices. One gives
sample sentences that you may use in bulletins or newsletters
to explain aspects of the worship service and the symbols used
in our churches. These may also be used in the classroom to
enhance your curriculum. When we understand just why we
do certain things in worship, we grow stronger in our spiritual
lives.
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—1—

Why Follow the

Christian Calendar?

I remember the excitement of Christmas and Easter as a
child.  At Christmas we not only made wishes for special things
we wanted, but we planned special gifts for others. We heard
familiar stories and even learned our parts in a drama. We sang
carols and drank hot chocolate. And the real highlight of
Christmas came early on Christmas morning when my dad
and the youth group from the church would finish up their
early morning caroling right under our window, waking us with
the joy of the new day, declaring in song that Christ was born!

During the few days before Easter Sunday we pulled chairs
up to the kitchen counter and nervously held the fragile eggs
as Mother guided our hands over the hot dye. We waved palm
branches and decorated the sanctuary with flowers from
neighborhood yards. (We lived in Florida where flowers are in
bloom at Easter!) The highlight of the season was the sunrise
drama that reenacted the Easter story. Oh, the excitement and
anticipation as we watched the story unfold. We knew the
end, but it was still a surprise to see that stone rolled away and
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the risen Christ step from the tomb. And then the choir broke
out in song, sounding like angels declaring the resurrection of
our Lord!

These were special days, and although I did not yet
understand the impact that these celebrated events had on my
life (and indeed on the world), I did know that they were
significant times. I knew that there was a specialness about
them. They were set apart. They had stories that were of prime
interest to our church family, and stories that were important
within my own family too.

Our church did not celebrate all of the seasons of the
Christian calendar. In fact, it was a shock to me each year
when many of my classmates came to school on a Wednesday
with dark smudges on their faces. More than once I told them
they had dirt on their foreheads. The beginning of Lent had
gone completely unnoticed in my church family. And now I
realize just what a loss that was. What an opportunity was missed
for embedding the meaning of Christ’s life.

Tradition, Good or Bad

Traditions sometimes get a bad name. Often, when we
find a tradition helpful to us, we immediately try to impose
that tradition on others around us. Traditions are important
because they bring certain things to mind and because they
give stability to our lives. Any time that our lives are in upheaval,
we immediately lapse into a tradition in order to bring back
stability. We saw this especially after the attack on the World
Trade Center. There was a resurgence of rituals, families ate
meals together more frequently, and the traditions of the seasons
took on new meaning. However, traditions can become a
vacuum if we have no understanding of why we do them.
Without the connection of meaning, when the crisis passes
the traditions will fall away.

It is important that we have ownership in our traditions.
When someone else’s tradition is forced on us, and we have no
understanding of it, then it is not meaningful to our lives. When
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this happens we sometimes push away completely. Or in order
to counter the forced tradition and to bring stability, we create
our own traditions. This has been evident in the development
of what we call contemporary worship. As churches passed
down the traditions of ritual, they offered no opportunity for
youth and new people to understand and appreciate the worship
traditions. It was just expected that they be carried out.
Consequently, new expressions of worship were developed
which have now become “traditions.” Standing during all of
the songs and lifting a hand in prayer are examples of these
traditions.

History of Special Days and Seasons

The cycle of our Christian seasons brings before us, year
after year, the life of Jesus and its impact on the world. Recall
a special event, whether an event of joy or of sorrow. The one
that comes to mind as I write this is the suicide attack on the
World Trade Center on Tuesday, September 11, 2001. On
September 12, the morning after the bombing, at the exact
time that the first plane hit the first tower, the nation stopped
for a time of remembrance. Then a week later, we all paused
on that day to offer prayers. When the eleventh day of the next
month rolled around, we again offered our prayers for those so
impacted by the act, and we honored those who had acted
heroically. I daresay that for the rest of our lives, Tuesdays will
often cause us to reflect on what happened on that day and
how it affected our lives, and the eleventh day of September
will be remembered forever in our country. This is similar to
the trauma that the early Christians experienced, except theirs
had a joyful ending when Christ arose on that Sunday after
Passover. And so, even though they continued to worship with
the Hebrew faith community, the first day of the week, Sunday,
became the natural day for them to pause and remember, and
to worship as followers of Christ.

In those early days of Christianity, emphasis was placed on
the resurrection because it impacted the true meaning of Jesus’
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life, and it held such promise for the future. For many years,
Easter was the only special day of celebration. This was natural
because they were still celebrating the Jewish holy days. In
fact, in the earliest Christian writings, Paul’s emphasis was on
the death and resurrection of Christ. He only mentioned the
birth in stating that Jesus was born of woman. The next writings
(those of Mark) brought out the baptism of Jesus. The birth of
Christ did not seem important enough to mention until
Matthew and Luke wrote their gospels. John (the latest of the
gospels) pushed the existence of Christ back even further, “In
the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God” (Jn. 1:1).

As you will see in later chapters, on the foundation of
Sundays and the resurrection, additional celebrations were
added throughout the centuries, to be repeated year after year.
By repeating the cycle, we view the beginning with the end.
We see our worship and our understanding of Christ as a
yearlong cycle. It becomes richer, because one leads into the
next and we see the whole as one.

All Christian churches do not agree on the exact time of
the seasons and even some of the seasons themselves. This is
especially true of the Eastern Orthodox tradition. Differing
calendars and ways of calculating the days and varying historical
emphases cause these differences.

Teaching as We Celebrate

Celebrating the various seasons brings new meaning to
our worship and removes the distance between the past and
the present. That alone would be reason enough for following
the Christian year. However, the impact doubles when we
recognize the teaching potential of the seasons. Using the
church year provides a review of Jesus’ life and opportunities
to reflect on its meaning to us today. While the Jewish
celebrations revolve around the exodus and deliverance from
Egypt, the Christian church year focuses on the life and ministry
of Jesus.
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As early as the Old Testament we find the concept of sacred
time as a vehicle for teaching the faith (Ex. 12–13). It is
important that this teaching come from the pulpit as well as
the classroom.

In the last chapter of Matthew we read that Jesus said, “Go
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
and teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded
you” (28:19).

In Nehemiah 8 we find the story of the gathering of the
community to hear the word, followed by a great celebration.
In Jesus’ day the synagogue carried on this tradition of gathering
to hear the word (Lk. 4:14–21), and the early church adapted
this gathering to the first day of the week. Today, some churches
have emphasized only sermons as “the word” when in fact we
grow through many more experiences than just listening.

Jesus commanded us to use teaching in all aspects of our
ministry, not just in the Sunday school classroom. Jesus
exemplified this in his own ministry. He approached the people
using every intelligence with which we learn:

• Verbal/Linguistic—has to do with language and words, both
written and spoken. Jesus approached his listeners in this manner
with his stories.

• Logical/Mathematical—has to do with inductive thinking
and reasoning, statistics, and abstract patterns. Jesus used
questions and answers to reach his listeners who learned this way.

• Visual/Spatial—has to do with visualizing objects and
creating internal mental pictures. Jesus used common objects to
explain his meanings to persons who learn in this manner.

• Body/Kinesthetic—related to the physical, such as movement
and physical activity. Jesus involved disciples in learning by fishing
and washing their feet.

• Musical/Rhythmic—involves recognition of patterns, both
tonal and rhythmic. Singing hymns was a part of the common
experience of Jesus and his disciples.
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• Interpersonal—follows relationships between persons,
including true communication. Jesus worked with persons on a
personal level and also developed small group settings, his most
successful being the twelve disciples.

• Intrapersonal—primarily through self-reflection and
awareness of that within us which guides us. Many times the
Bible mentions Jesus drawing away for solitude or to be by himself
(or taking his disciples away) for reflection.

• Nature—use of nature in learning. Jesus used nature in many
of his illustrations. He taught in the out-of-doors most of the time.

Let’s look for a moment at how these intelligences can be
used as we celebrate the seasons:

• Verbal/Linguistic—This is most often used as we explain
the seasons through spoken and written word. It is important
that some written information about the season be included
in the bulletin at each seasonal change. We must assume that
there are new persons in our congregation who were not
here in previous years and are unaware of the meanings. As
we celebrate and worship with litanies and hymns we also
teach through this form.

• Logical/Mathematical—Sermons offer great opportunities
for questions to be posed to worshipers, who will then
inwardly reflect on their own answers. Asking open-ended
questions forces the worshipers to reflect. Time lines and
statistics may also be used for this type of learning.
Comparisons, such as the distance from Nazareth to
Bethlehem compared to a distance between local cities of
today, brings the event into our present world.

• Visual/Spatial—Visual representations of the seasons are
important. Some people are audio learners, and some are visual
learners. In the same manner, some people worship best audibly
and some visually. Symbols, paraments, and focal points are
excellent ways to enable the visual learner and worshiper. Even
the architecture of the gathering place can be used.
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• Body/Kinesthetic—Just as Jesus used the act of eating the
bread and drinking the cup, we also enhance our celebrations
by reenacting that last supper that Jesus had with his disciples.
Drama engages this type of learning, whether we are in the
drama or simply observing it. The body/kinesthetic learning
happens when we, as a congregation, stand from time to
time in order to express our adoration for God. But the
congregation needs to understand that this is the reason that
we stand in order for the learning to be effective.

• Musical/Rhythmic—This intelligence is one of the most
common ones used in celebration of the seasons. Through
song and special music we refresh our understanding of
Christ’s life. Rhythmic litanies or clapping help musical/
rhythmic learners.

• Interpersonal—Simply being together as we celebrate is
important. Some people believe that we must have a group
gathering to have worship. Whether you define worship in
that way or not, it is important for a congregation to
experience community when they worship together.
Reciting creeds and singing together can help with this, and
an opportunity in the service for “passing of the peace” builds
interpersonal relationship. Study groups are more enhanced
if they are small enough for communication between the
members, or larger gatherings can be broken down into small
groups. There is no law against pausing in the middle of a
sermon and asking worshipers to turn to a neighbor and
share or discuss something.

• Intrapersonal—All too often our worship and our study
periods ignore this type of learning. Moments of silent
reflection and prayer can be ignored or shortened when we
become too time conscious in our worship. Consequently,
they need to be built in. I become very frustrated when it’s
suggested that I pray silently, and then the leader speaks a
verbal prayer the whole time. This gives me no opportunity
for intrapersonal prayer.
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• Nature—Most churches use live flowers or plants in their
sanctuaries, reminding us of the life-giving power of Christ
and reminding us of his resurrection. Congregations need to
be made aware that we do not use live flowers just for
decoration, but that there is a deeper meaning. We can also
enhance this style of learning by making reference to nature
in sermons, hymns, and study times.

At-hand Opportunities

Be alert to opportunities at hand for creative ways to
celebrate and teach the seasons. Here are a few ideas that some
churches have grasped. Your situations will bring about more,
if you attune your mind to those opportunities:

Stump from a tree

One church had a tree blow down in a storm. When the
stump was removed, they were careful to leave some of the
roots intact. They washed the dirt from the tree and saved it
for use as a focal point in the chancel. At Advent the tree became
the Jesse tree, remembering the reference to the stump of Jesse
that would send out shoots (Isa. 11:1–9). The Advent candles
were placed among the roots and lit on the Sundays of Advent.
At Lent the stump became a symbol for Christ, the root of our
faith. The stump might be used at Pentecost or All Saints Day,
remembering people of the past who rooted us in the faith.

Barriers broken down

One church enlarged their fellowship hall. After the new
addition was built, the old wall between the old and new
sections had to be torn down. Before it was destroyed, the
congregation gathered in front of the wall and everyone was
invited to use paints to draw symbols or write words to describe
barriers that we build that separate us from the love of God
and that separate us from each other. Then a video and slides
were taken of various portions of the wall. Sledgehammers
and wrecking bars were brought out, and everyone was invited
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to begin the destruction of the wall and of the barriers that
separate us. More video footage was taken of this act, and of
the construction crew’s continued destruction of the wall. Then
video and pictures were taken as the crew used plaster and
paint to repair the place where the old wall was removed, and
more pictures and video were taken of the church family
celebrating the new fellowship hall. The video and pictures
were edited and used on several occasions. They might be used
at Lent when we recognize our need to break down barriers
that keep us from growing in our faith; during Lent or Easter
when we remember how Christ’s death broke us free for
salvation; at Pentecost when we remember that the Holy Spirit
came to unite us and heal the wounds of separation. A piece of
the broken wall might be saved to use in the chancel as a focal
point during a specific season.
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